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Wîse Maget
Jolyon Timothy Hughes
Colorado State University

GERMAN LITERATURE, the figure of the wise man occurs
repeatedly. This can be evidenced in several primary works of literature from the period. In Wolframs von Eschenbach’s Parzival Trevrizent is shown to be a very wizened and understanding member of
Parzival’s own family.1 In Gottfried von Straßburg’s Tristan, the title
figure is known to be wise before he is physically mature. However, in the
critical literature on the period, there is no mention of older female characters exhibiting similar attributes as those qualities exemplified by the
male figure of young Tristan, let alone younger women or girls.2
There is textual evidence to support the notion of a motif in German
medieval literature of a maiden, wise before her years in many of the major
works of the time. Four primary works, Hartmann von Aue’s Der arme
Heinrich, Wolfram von Eschenbach’s Parzival, Wolfram’s Willehalm, and
Hartmann’s Iwein offer examples of this motif.3 I will also argue that this
usage of a woman wise ahead of her years has lived on in German literature
even if it has not enjoyed the popularity it had in the Middle Ages. These
later examples will be identified and compared to show a definite character
type. The intent is to show a pattern of use for a type of character and to
show its survival in the mainstream of German literary tradition.
These four medieval sources all have a male character as their main
protagonist: Heinrich, Parzival, Willehalm, and Iwein. The females identified in this essay are not the main characters of their respective works, but
rather, through their wisdom, help the protagonist. In some cases the pro-

I

N MEDIEVAL

1 See J. G. Hagen, New Advent-The Catholic Encyclopedia, http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/11060b.htm and the life of Nicholas of Cusa; he is also referred to as
“Nicolaus Trevirensis.” Wolfram was most likely knowledgeable of the saints, this shows that
his Trevrizenz figure was not only wise but holy.
2See Frances and Joseph Gies, Women in the Middle Ages, The Lives of Real Women in a
Vibrant Age (New York: Thomas Crowell Co., 1978), for an in depth study on women’s lives
in the Middle Ages.
3Hartmann von Aue, Gergorious/Der arme Heinrich (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche
Buchgesellschaft, 1967) [hereafter DAR]; references are to lines. Wolfram von Eschenbach,
Parzival (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1998) [hereafter P]; references are to sections:lines.
Wolfram von Eschenbach, Willehalm (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1968) [hereafter W];
references are to sections:lines. Hartmann von Aue, Iwein (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1981)
[hereafter I]; references are to lines.
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tagonist’s very survival depends on the actions and wisdom of the girl in
question. In the first narrative Der arme Heinrich this figure is “die kleine
Braut” (the little bride);4 in the second it is Wolfram’s Obilot, the third
Alyze, and in the fourth Lûnete. These four characters supply the best
examples of the figure in German medieval literature, and to complete the
typology there will be supporting female figures from other well-known
works as well.
The young girl, in Hartmann von Aue’s Der Arme Heinrich, comes to
her wisdom at the age of eleven. This can be deduced from the text
because the narrator gives her age as eight, “ein kint von ahte jâren…” (a
child of eight years) (DAR, 303). He then states that his pain increases
three years later: “dô der arme Heinrich driu jâr dâ entwelte und im got
gequelte mit grôzem sêre den lîp….” (When poor Henry had resided
there for three years and God had tortured his body…) (DAR, 350–53).
This would make her eleven years of age. The first sign of her insight
comes after Heinrich has told her parents how he will die and that only
one cure can be found, which is the heart’s blood of a young, willing virgin: “von ir herzen das bluot” (DAR, 452). After hearing this, the girl is
kept up at night worrying about the future of her family:
waz mac uns mê gewerren
danne an unsern herren,
daz wir den suln verliesen
und mit im verkiesen
beidiu guot und êre?
wir gewinnen niemer mêre
deheinen herren alsô guot,
der uns tuo, daz er unz tuot
DAR, 491–98
[How can any greater tragedy befall us
than that which is happening to our lord
and that we should lose him,
when with his loss
we too lose our possessions and honor?
We will never again
find such a good master,
who does so much for us and treats us well.]
4All translations into English are my own unless otherwise noted. These translations are
not intended to be artisticly valuable, but are instead merely to present an interlinear translation for those unfamiliar with Middle High German and make these texts more accessible for
comparative purposes. The original Middle High German text will appear first and the line
by line English translation below.
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She recognizes a need that is beyond her own, and that concerns her entire
family. She speaks more about adult concerns and how her family will not
have a good life after the master is gone. Medieval peasants were not long
lived and worked at a very early age,5 which forced them to mature at an
earlier age. This explanation, however, does not go far enough to account
for her desire to sacrifice herself for the greater good of her family. The
narrator speaks of her as a child and acknowledges her accelerated understanding of the situation. She is described as like an adult, or at least unlike
any child the narrator has ever seen:
wan sî trouc tougen
nâhen in ir gemüete
die aller meisten güete,
die ich von kinde ie vernam.
welch kint getete ouch ie alsam?
des einen sî sich gar bewac,
gelebete sî morgen den tac,
daz sî benamen ir leben
umbe ir herren wolde geben.
DAR, 520–28
[She carried hidden
deep in her soul
the greatest measure of goodness
That I have ever found in a child.
What child would have ever acted thus?
The one thing she had decided
should she live to see the coming day
that she would take her life
and would give it to her lord.]
The thought of a cure for her beloved Heinrich makes her happy—
“Von dem gedanke wart sî dô vil ringes muotes unde vrô” (From this
thought she was made courageous and happy) (DAR, 529–30)—but it is
not a decision that she has made lightly or does not understand. In the
lines 520 to 528 one sees the beginning of her resolve to help Heinrich
regardless of the personal consequences. This decision on her part is of
course greeted with grave concern by her parents. They love Heinrich and
know that they will lose everything when they lose him, but the thought of
losing their daughter is equally painful, if not more so. The daughter tells
5See David Herlihy, Opera Muliebria, Woman and Work in Medieval Europe (New
York: McGraw-Hill Inc., 1990), for a study of the work that women did, from the ancient to
the modern world.
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her parents of her plan and they react as normal parents would; they think
that her decision is the momentary willfulness of a child and not based in
the knowledge of what the real consequences of her actions will be:
ich bin ein maget und hân den muot,
ê ich in sihe verderben,
ich wil ê vür in sterben.
Von dirre rede wurden do
trûrec und unvrô
beide muoter unde vater.
sîne tohter die bater,
daz sî die rede lieze
und ir herren gehieze,
daz sî geleisten möhte,
wan ir diz niene töhte.
er sprach: “tohter, dû bist ein kint
und dîne triuwe die sint
ze grôz an disen dingen.”
DAR, 562–75
[I am a maiden and I have the courage
that before I see his demise
I will die for him.
From this speech
both father and mother
sad and unhappy.
He begged his daughter
to cease such talk
and to tell their lord
of her intentions
to which she had no right.
He said: “Daughter, you are a child
and your faithfulness
is too great for these things.”]
With the words “dû bist ein kint” (you are a child) (560) her father
hopes to show that her plan is pointless. In this manner he hopes to show
her resolve to be nothing but a flight of fancy, which has no basis in reality.
He hopes that she will forget the decision if he belittles it. He also states
that she cannot be willing to follow through with her wish because she has
never stared death in the face. She is inexperienced in the ways of the
world and cannot possibly make a rational decision because the consequence, death, is simply beyond her comprehension:
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du entmaht sî niht bringen,
als dû uns hie hast verjehen.
dû hâst des tôdes niht gesehen.
swennez dir kumet ûf die vrist,
daz des dehein rât ist,
du enmüezest ersterben,
und möhtestu daz erwerben,
dû lebetest gerner dannoch:
wan du enkæme nie in leider loch.
tuo zuo dînen munt:
und wirstû vür dise stunt
der rede iemer mêre lût,
ez gât dir ûf dîne hût.
DAR, 576–88
[You cannot go through with this,
what you have spoken of.
You have never seen death.
When it comes to the point
where there is no turning back
and you must die
but you can choose that, (a reprieve)
you would rather live:
because you can never escape this prison.
Hold your tongue,
and if you again
speak of these things
I will take it out on your hide.]
With this manner of argument, her father hopes to put her in her place
by intimidation and convincing her of his superior knowledge and experience. He honestly believes that she cannot know what she is doing. She is,
however, no ordinary child, as the narrator has already stated. She makes
it quite plain that she can reason and that she has perhaps more logic than
her more experienced and knowledgeable father. She is able to bring her
argument into the realm of the spiritual. She then speaks of eternal life and
the rewards in heaven as well as earth bound reasons, such as Heinrich’s
protection and goodness to them. She makes a comparison between life
with the heavenly father and a troubled, difficult existence here on earth.
Her arguments sound like those of an adult rather than ravings of an
eleven-year-old girl (DAR, 593–628).
The parents realize the validity and rational presentation of her argument, as they do not try to refute what she has said. It would be logical to
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assume that they would make a counter argument if she had not persuaded
them with her logical monologue. Instead of arguing the points that she
made in her long speech her mother tries a new approach. She informs her
daughter how the mother will hurt her if the girl goes through with her
plan. It will break the mother’s heart to see her daughter die at such a
young age. The daughter has already caused the mother great pain during
childbirth and she does not want to have any more unnecessary pain.
gedenke, tohter, liebez kint,
wie grôz die arbeite sint,
die ich durch dich erlitten hân,
und lâ mich bezzern lôn emphân,
dan ich dich hœre sprechen.
dû wilt mîn herze brechen.
DAR, 631–36
[Think about this, daughter, beloved child
how great the labor was
that I suffered on your behalf,
and allow me to have a better reward
than I hear you speaking of now.
You will break my heart.]
The mother continues trying to persuade her daughter by similar means
until she reaches a counter argument for the daughter’s belief in her eventual reward of heavenly salvation. The mother wishes to inform her daughter that this act of seeming selflessness and sacrifice for the family is simply
suicide, and that no one comes into heaven who has committed suicide
because it is a cardinal sin:
und lâzestû uns über dîn grap
gestân von dînen schulden,
dû muost von guotes hulden
iemer sîn geschieden:
daz koufest an uns beiden.
DAR, 658–62
[If you allow, through
fault of your own,
us to stand over your grave,
all of God’s great rewards
will remain closed to you:
This you will reap from us two.]
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The daughter thanks her mother and father for caring for her and for
giving her everything that she has needed. She says that God has given her
reason:
nû wil ich gôte gnâde sagen,
daz er in mînen jungen tagen
mir die sinne hât gegeben,
daz ich ûf diz brœde leben
ahte harte kleine.
DAR, 693–97
[Now I would like to thank God
that he has given me in my early years,
enough understanding
not to dwell
on this transitory life.]
This reason, which has come at an early age, tells her that she needs not
put so much value on life in this world. From line 681 through line 854
she holds a monologue listing the reasons for her helping Heinrich. These
reasons are far reaching and show a broader understanding of her family’s
situation. She realizes that her parents do not have enough money to
secure her a dowry for a husband. This fact alone could be seen as an argument for her selfishness. The torturous life of a peasant is too tedious and
difficult for her and that eternal life in Heaven would be better. In stating
this argument she can imagine something that is extremely difficult for an
adult, let alone for an eleven-year-old. She also has awareness of others.
Her parents have other children but they are poor. Her family member’s
lives would be improved, according to her arguments, if she were to trade
her life for their benefactor’s. She comprehends her family’s position in
society and its economic potential, or lack thereof.
She has listed too many good reasons for helping her lord, and by
extension her family, and the parents can find no flaw in her logic. They
therefore decide to follow her advice because they believe that it has been
won through holy intervention: “der sin sî ir von gote komen” (this decision has come to her from God) (DAR, 874). Arguing against her divine
logic would be as futile as arguing against God himself. It is reminiscent of
the scene in the Bible when Abraham is told to give up his child.6 The girl
is even compared to Saint Nicholas in the manner of her wisdom coming
before its time. The instance of St. Nicholas is extreme but by evoking his
6 Genesis 22:2: He said, “Take your son, your only son Isaac, whom you love, and go
to the land of Mori’ah, and offer him there as a burnt offering upon one of the mountains of
which I shall tell you.”
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case, the narrator can demonstrate the girl’s wisdom to an audience, which
was no-doubt knowledgeable of the Saints:7
Dô sprach daz kint sâhen
zem tôde sô gâhen
und ez sô wîslichen sprach
unde menschlich reht zebrach,
si begunden ahten under in,
daz die wîsheit und den sin
niemer erzeigen kunde
dehein zunge in kindes munde.
si jâhen, daz der heilic geist
der rede wære ir volleist,
der ouch sant Niklauses phlac.
dô er in der wagen lac,
und in die wîsheit lêrte,
daz er ze gote kêrte
sîne kintlîche güete.
DAR, 855–69
[When they saw the child
running into the arms of death
and yet speaking so wisely
surpassing all human authority
they began to realize together
that the wisdom and logic
could never appear
from the tongue in any child’s mouth.
They said, that the Holy Ghost
was the author of her speech,
who had done the same with Saint Nicholas.
He lay in the crib
and was taught the wisdom
that he should turn to God
his childish goodness.]
7The prologue from Ochrid (4 vols.), by Bishop Nikolai Velimirovic (Birmingham: Lazarica Press, 1985): The Life of St. Nicholas the Wonderworker, http://www.stmichael.org/
Nicholas/StNich.html. “After his birth, while still in the baptismal font, he stood on his feet
for three hours, supported by no one, by this rendering honor to the Holy Trinity, of Whom
he later would show himself to be a great servitor and intercessor. In him it was possible to
recognize the future wonderworker even by the way in which he drew near to his mother’s
breast, because he led on the milk only of the right breast, signifying by this his future standing on the right hand of the Lord together with the righteous. He gave signs of his extraordinary abstinence in that on Wednesdays and Fridays he took his mother’s milk only once,
and this in the evening, after the parents’ completion of the customary prayers.”
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The narrator has shown the reader a girl of little experience and years
willing to sacrifice herself for the good of her family and lord. She has also
been given the ability to make her point understood through arguments
that are divine in nature. She can therefore be said to display wisdom
beyond her years. The claim will not be made that she acts wisely in all
ways, but merely that she has abilities that are beyond her years. It is clear
from the text that the young bride is at times guilty of unm ze (extreme
behavior, losing her temper). When speaking to the doctor she informs
him that he sounds like a woman, “iuwer rede gezæme einem wîbe” (your
words belong to a woman) (DAR, 1122), and she beats herself about the
breasts and bewails her forced existence on earth. In this sense she is still
somewhat childish, but this is due to that fact that the Holy Spirit has, at
this point, left her. There is no more reason for her to be adult-like
because there is no more sacrifice to be made. Her wisdom allowed her to
make the argument that she and Heinrich should go to Salerno for his
treatment.
Once Heinrich has been saved, the divine wisdom is withdrawn and
she returns to her normal state of childhood. While under the Holy
Spirit’s influence she is capable of holding a lengthy, mature monologue
for pages at a time because it allows her to make logical and reasonable
arguments. It also gives her purpose. Once the divinely inspired wisdom
and Holy Spirit are gone, she hardly speaks again.
There can be little doubt that “The Maid with the Little sleeves” (La
Pucelle aux Petites Manches)8 in Chrétien’s text is indeed the character
from which Wolfram von Eschenbach moulds his Obilot in Parzival. Wolfram seems purposefully to create confusion in his text as to whether he
based his work on Chrétien’s Le Conte du Graal (Perceval)9 or not, because
Wolfram himself states in Parzival quite plainly that Chrétien told the
story incorrectly (P, 827:1–11). Most researchers, however, believe that
Wolfram did indeed take his story from Chrétien’s masterpiece.10 Given
that this influence is substantiated, there is a connection between the
German literary figure Obilot and a larger convention from the originator
of the genre.11 Wolfgang Mohr also ties the figure of Obilot to the figure
of “die kleine Braut” in Hartmann’s Der Arme Heinrich. What makes this

8Chrétien de Troyes, Le Conte Du Graal (Perceval) (Paris: Félix Lecoy, 1973)
9Chrétien de Troyes, Perceval, or the Story of the Grail, trans. Ruth Harwood

Cline
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1985).
10See Joachim Bumke, Wolfram von Eschenbach (Stuttgart: J.B. Metzlerische Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1991) and Neil Thomas, “Wolfram von Eschenbach: Modes of Narrative
Presentation,” in A Companion to Wolfram’s Parzival, ed. William Hasty (Columbia, SC:
Camden House, 1999), 131, in which he calls Chrétien’s text the “source text.”
11See Ruth Harwood Cline’s introduction to Troyes, Perceval.
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remarkable is Wolfram’s general dislike of Hartmann’s style and methods,
which can be seen clearly in Parzival.12 Mohr states:
Literarhistorish gehört die Geschichte von Obilot in den Zusammenhang der Entdeckung des kindlichen Ordo in der hochmittelalterlichen Dichtung. Hartmann von Aue war Wolfram damit
unmittelbar vorausgegangen. Seiner kleinen Bauerstochter und
kleinen Heiligen im >Armen Heinrich< stellt Wolfram eine kleine
Dame gegenüber, nicht mehr ganz als Kind, schon ein wenig
Backfisch mit Ansprüchen auf einige Meinungen und eignes Lebensrecht in der Gesellschaft, ja sogar schon ein wenig geneigt,
ihre Wirkungen auf die Großen auszuüben.13
[In literary history the story of Obilot belongs in connection with
the discovery of the child class in the poetry of the high Middle
Ages. Hartmann von Aue was undoubtedly ahead of Wolfram in
this area. Opposite his {Hartmann von Aue} little farmer’s daughter and little holy child in Der Arme Heinrich Wolfram places a
little woman with claims to her own opinions and a right to life all
her own in society. She is even predisposed to exercise her powers
on those older than she is.]
In Wolfram von Eschenbach’s Parzival Obilot proves herself to be
much more aware of the world around her than her young years would
indicate. Her older, supposedly wiser, sister Obie has insulted Gâwein,
calling him a traveling salesman or merchant. Obilot’s insights into
Gâwein’s character and standing are superior to her sister’s, as she is able
to see beyond appearances. Obilot comes to Gâwein’s defense after Obie
has wrongfully accused Gâwein of being a travelling merchant imitating a
knight:
diu junge muose ir spotten doln:
si sprach er mac sich des wol erholn:
ich gibe im noch gein ellen trôst,
daz er dîns spottes wirt erlôst.
er sol dienst gein mir kêren,
unde ich wil im vröude mêren.

12Wolfram mentions Hartmann several times in P. The first is when Wolfram speaks of
Hartmann’s Erec (134:6–7), the second is when Wolfram names Hartmann specifically and
has him being a courtier in Arthur’s court (143:21) insinuating that Hartmann in reality
knows nothing about warfare, only life at court.
13Wolfgang Mohr, Wolfram von Eschenbach: Aufsätze (Göppingen: Kümmerle, 1979),
113. See also Xenia von Ertzdorff, “Fräulein Obilot: Zum siebten Buch von Wolframs
Parzival,” Wirkendes Wort 12 (1962): 129–40.
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sît du gihst er sî ein koufman,
er sol mîns lônes market hân.
P, 358:7–14
[The young sister had to take the insult:
She said, “ He will make up for what he missed
and I believe whole-heartedly
he will be delivered from your insults.
He will turn his services to me
and I will make him happy for it.
If you still believe that he is a merchant
he will have my reward for proving otherwise.]
In this manner Obilot already shows herself to be free of the vanities to
which her older sister has fallen prey. She also shows herself to be a good
judge of character and less biased, which enables her to pick a combatant
based on quality, rather than a whim or fancy. Obilot also reveals maturity
beyond her years when her father, Lippaut, asks Gâwein for help in saving
his besieged city. Obie’s suitor Meljanz is attacking the walls of the city
because his Minnedienst was not rewarded. Obie is pleased with the events
and watches gladly as Meljanz proves himself in battle. Obilot accomplishes what her father cannot do. She succeeds in persuading Gâwein to
help them with the defense of their city. This despite her youth and the
fact that Gâwein has given his word to be somewhere else in a short time,
not leaving him enough time and energy to fight here:
er sprach >vrouwe, iuwers mundes dôn
wil mich von triuwen scheiden.
untriuwe iu solde leiden.
mîn triuwe dolt die pfandes nôt
ist si unerloeset, ich bin tôt.
doch lât mich dienst unde sinne
kêren gegen iuwere minne:
ê daz ir minne megt gegeben,
ir müezet vünf jâr ê leben:
deist iuwerre minne zît ein zal.<
P, 370:11–17
[He spoke “Lady, it is your wish
that I break my word (oath, promise in good faith).
You must despise faithlessness.
I have given my word in promise:
if I do not make good on it, I am dead.
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However, if I were to serve you
and try to earn your love:
Before you could give me my reward,
you would have to live another five years:
until you would be allowed to repay me.”]

Gâwein gives the reader a clue as to Obilot’s age. In five years time she
will be able to reward a knight who has proven himself worthy through
Minnedienst. If the “kleine Braut” was eleven when she was of marrying
age then Obilot must have been six or seven years of age. She is the youngest of the four girls to be examined in this essay, yet she arguably accomplishes the most in saving her city while simultaneously saving her sister’s
relationship. Considering the harsh treatment she receives from her sister,
Obilot reveals exemplary charity often unseen even among adults.
Gâwein cannot be rewarded sexually for his aid to Obilot, but he will
be rewarded in other ways. He thinks of Parzival, who always honors
women, even above God. This thought leads him to wear his armor in
defense of the city on behalf of the young girl. The thought of Obilot’s
purity and honorable behavior will bring him to even greater deeds on the
battlefield:
nu dâhte er des, wie Parzival
wîben baz getrûwet den gote:
sîn bevelhen dirre magde bote
was Gâwân in daz herze sîn.
dô lobte er dem vröuwelîn,
er wolde durch si wâpen tragen.
er begunde ir vürbaz mêre sagen
>in iuwerre hende sî mîn swert.
ob iemen tjoste gein mir gert,
den poynder müezt ir rîten,
ir sûlt dâ vür mich strîten.
man mac mich dâ in strîte sehen:
der muoz mînhalp von iu geschehen<
P, 370:18–30
[He [Gâwein] began to think about how Parzival
trusted women more than God:
The memory of the young girl’s message
found its way into Gâwein’s heart.
He praised the young girl
and agreed to represent her with his weapons.
He began to say to her
“my sword is in your hands.
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If someone wishes to joust against me
you must then ride in the attack
and fight in my place.
One might see me in the battle
but it will in actuality be you.”]
Gâwein will fight for her and her honor and thereby increase his own
reputation, possibly increasing it more because he takes on the task without a promise of payment. Obilot’s ability to awaken Gâwein’s honor takes
an understanding of the system of Minnedienst although she is still playing
with dolls. She has indirectly saved her city as well as Meljanz and Obie’s
love. Her act accomplishes what no one else could do and she promises
that her love will send Gâwein off to great deeds. She motivates him further by stating that she will be his shield and his strength. Her love will
give him luck and safety, which will carry him through all of the morning’s
battles (P, 371:1–16).
Her speech of strength, courage, and love convinces her also of her
own new-found maturity. She declares herself both wirt and wirt n,
although in 372:1 the narrator informs the reader that Obilot leaves:
“Dan vuor diu magt und ir gespil” (Then the maid and her playmate took
their leave). She convinces Gâwein to save the city and informs him that
she will help him in his fight, two daunting tasks for any grown up, yet she
leaves with her play partner (Clauditte). She remains a child in some ways.
She has a puppet (tocken) (P, 372:18) that she is willing to share with her
friend Clauditte. It is also childlike that though she has persuaded Gâwein
to help in the city’s defense, she needs help from her father in a much simpler manner. She has nothing to give him for his troubles because she is a
child and has only playthings:
vater mir wart nie sô nôt
dîner helfe: dar zuo gip mir rât.
der ritter mich gewert hât.
P, 372:28–30
[My father I have never had such need
of your help: Please give me counsel.
The knight has heard my plea.]

…dâ hân ich clienote
dem vremden ritter gelobt.
ich waen mîn sin hât getobt.
hân im niht ze gebenne,
waz toug ich dan ze lebenne,
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sît er mir dienst hât heboten?
Sô muoz ich schämeliche roten,
ob ich im niht ze gebene hân.
nie magede wart sô liep ein man.
P, 373:18–26
[I have promised
the foreign knight my love reward.
I must have been robbed of my senses.
I have nothing to give him,
he has promised to serve me
what reason have I to live?
So must I turn red with shame,
because I have nothing to give him.
Never has a knight been so beloved of a maid.]

Lippaut, her father realizes what a great service she has done to the city
and to him personally. Gâwein can save them all and can save his position
as master of the castle or “Burgherr”. Lippaut had failed in this task, and
now that she has achieved it for him, he declares:
Tohter, swes dîn wille gert,
hân ichz, des bistu gewert.
ôwol der vruht diu an dir lac!
dîn geburt was der saelden tac
P, 373:1–4
[Daughter, whatever your heart desires,
I have it, and you are worth it.
What a blessing that you are to us!
Your birth was a lucky day.]
Obilot shows herself to be a good judge of character in her defense of
Gâwein. He hears Obie insulting him as Obilot defends him, though shedoes not know him. Obie’s insults of Gâwein, although she has no idea of
his character or station in life can be seen as an example of unm ze , a characteristic that Obilot does not share with her older sister. She can be seen
to be more mature than her sister because she exhibits another characteristic that her older sister lacks: zuht, or manners and bearing.
It also can be argued that in her willingness to be punished for her
view of Gâwein demonstrates that she recognizes the necessity of paying
the consequences of holding an unfavorable opinion. Due to Obilot’s
stance, Obie slaps her across the face for defending Gâwein against her
attacks. Finally Obilot achieves the ultimate safety of the city and the reconciliation between Meljanz and Obie, which brings Obie back to a state
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of mâze and zuht, which she had been lacking before. In doing at the age
of six or eight what others (including her own father) could not do in
adulthood, Obilot exhibits another form of mature ability, that of problem
solving. She manipulates the system in which she does not yet live in to
suit her needs. She is unable physically to reward Gâwein but still manages
to solve a situation so that all are in the end satisfied.
In Wolfram’s later work, Willehalm, the third young female figure to
be examined appears in verse 154. Willehalm has had a dispute with his sister, Alyze’s mother the queen. The two siblings are angry with one
another because Willehalm wants his relatives to raise an army and help
him fight the heathens who are besieging his wife and lands. The queen
believes that he fights too often and innocent men are dead because of his
need for honor in battle. The family is split in two by the feuding siblings.
Alyze is a beautiful, young, and innocent girl with braided hair (W, 154:9–
11). Her age is undetermined, but she is referred to by the narrator as
magt (maiden) (W, 155:17; 155:28; 156:2; 156:19; 157:4), meide (virgin)
(W, 155:13) and kint (child) (W, 156:9; 158:1). These clues provide the
basis for judging her to be still a girl of younger years, not yet ready for
Minnedienst. The narrator does inform the reader that Alyze is well developed for her age. He describes her further by saying that:
ir brust ze nider noch ze hôch.
der werlde vîentschaft si vlôch
W, 155:7–8
[Her breasts were neither too high nor too low.
She was pleasing to all without exception.]
This could be understood as a sign of womanhood. The earlier clues of
Alyze being called a magt and kint seem more compelling, meaning that
she is simply a well-endowed, early bloomer. This can be seen due to the
repetition of the diminutive terms by the author used for the figure of
Alyze as opposed to a feeling implied by the text. She also has special
powers for one so young. The narrator states that her purity (kiusche) can
work miracles of healing:
Alyz diu sældenbære,
man möht ûf eine wunden
ir kiusche hân gebunden,
dâ daz ungenande wære bî:
beliebe diu niht vor schaden vrî,
sî müese enkelten wunders.
W, 154:20–25
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[Alyze was the bearer of blessings and mercy,
so that anyone who had a wound
and brought it before her purity,
even if it were untreatable:
would, even if not healed,
have been released of sin.]

sî gap sô minneclîchen schîn,
des lîchte ein vreuden siecher man
wider hôhen muot gewan.
W, 155:4–6
[She looked so beautiful
to look on her gladdened even the bitterest
and made him take heart.]
Willehalm, the experienced fighter, capable governor of his territory and
older male begs his young and inexperienced niece for advice and aid
when he says to her:
niftel, nu gestate mirs,
daz ich in dîme gebote lebe:
dîn güete mir den rât nu gebe
W, 156:12–14
[Niece, now allow me
to put myself in your hands:
Let your goodness give me counsel.]
Alyze can heal wounds with miraculous power despite her youth and inexperience, and is able to solve problems that adults cannot solve themselves.
Her warlike uncle asks a young maiden for advice about matters that she
should not be able to comprehend at her age or due to her sex. It was seen
as unsightly for a woman to be in combat except for the most demanding
of situations.
Alyze has her uncle in a position of disadvantage when he asks her for
help. He is distraught with the thought of Gyburg and the attack on his
homeland, and wishes to be there to aid in the defense. With her answer
she holds power over him and what is to happen in the rest of the narrative. She directly influences what will happen for better or worse for Willehalm and his whole family. Alyze tries to bring about a reconciliation
between her uncle Willehalm and her mother. In doing so she heals the rift
in the family and also makes it possible for Willehalm to defend his lands
with the help of the armies at his relatives’ disposal. The hero of the nar-
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rative is so incensed at his sister that he is about to behead her. It is only
through the quick thinking and soothing words of his niece Alyze that her
mother is saved (W, 157:4–30).
Alyze claims that her mother has misbehaved and that her uncle has
become unnaturally angry with her. This is a role reversal in which the
young daughter scolds her mother and uncle for their childish behavior. In
doing so she reminds her uncle of what is really important: his family. She
brings to light the fact that Willehalm and her mother came from the same
parents and also her own close ties with his wife Gyburg. Her monologue
helps him find his path back to reason. Even though Alyze states that her
mother is wrong and Willehalm is still angry she has avoided a disaster for
her family.
Willehalm realizes that he has been too rash in his criticism. Alyze’s
mother and Willehalm are at peace all through the efforts of a wise, young
child who helped him become reconciled with his sister. In doing so Willehalm won the approval of his family, which means that he gains an army to
help him in his battle against his Saracen and Moorish enemies. To this
end his mother, realizing his need and good qualities, gives the money to
support an all out offensive against her son’s enemies (W, 160:24–26).
Alyze, the girl who can work miracles, has worked one in keeping her
family together. She has also saved her aunt and uncle’s very lives by creating an environment in which Willehalm could receive the help he needs
from his family. If she had not been there and been unable to help in the
manner that she did, her mother might be dead and Willehalm would have
no army. Gyburg would have little chance of rescue.
In Hartmann von Aue’s Iwein the protagonist, for whom the narrative
is named, is a knight undertaking quests in order to win honor and glory.
He is, however, quickly trapped while entering the castle of a knight, who
he had just slain in combat during the first adventure of the narrative.
Îwein is then trapped in the entrance between two portcullises. He will be
discovered and killed in a very dishonorable manner if not aided by a
young maget who realizes his worth and can see his value even though he
killed her master. Lûnete, a young girl, gives him a ring of invisibility,
which allows him to hide in plain sight and avoid capture:
herre, ich erkenn iuch wol:
iuwer vater was, deist mir erkannt,
der künec Urjên genant.
ir sult vor schaden sicher sîn:
her Îwein, nemet diz vingerlîn.
ez ist umben stein alsô gewant:
swer in hât in blôzer hant,
den mac nieman, al die vrist
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unz er in blôzer hant ist,
gesehen noch gevinden
I, 1198–1209
[Sir, I know you well:
Your father was named, this is known to me,
King Uriens.
You will be safe from danger:
Sir Îwein, take this finger-ring.
This stone has the power that
whosoever has it in their naked hand,
no one , as long as
it is in the kept in the naked hand,
will be able to see or find him.]

Lûnete is successful in her efforts to save Îwein, but why would a
young girl have a ring of invisibility or know how to procure one if she is
not a representative of the w se maget? The narrator calls her s n vriunt or
“his protector.” He also refers to her as diu guote maget (the good maiden)
(I, 1303). She is still a maget and also able to do for Îwein, that which he
cannot do for himself. Îwein cannot help himself out of his first predicament and must rely on Lûnete. She saves the hero only to have him put
himself at risk again. He then sees her mistress, Laudine, and immediately
falls in love with her. He has slain this woman’s husband and she is mourning his death. Her vassals had been eager to slay Îwein, yet he does not
wish to flee because of his love for Laudine. Lûnete scolds Îwein as an
adult scolds a child acting irresponsibly. She simply cannot believe that he
would act so foolishly when he is not yet free of danger. Îwein is older than
Lûnete and also a knight, but her wisdom and cool-headedness allow her
to chastise him for his irresponsible behavior:
irn wellent mir volgen,
sô habt ir den lîp verlorn.’
alsus erwant in ir zorn.
sî sprach ‘wes was iu gedâcht?
wær iuwer gedanc volbrâcht,
sone hetent ir niht wol gevarn,
ichn trûwe iu den lîp niht bewarn.
ezn sî dan iuwer wille.
durch got sitzent stille.
er ist ein vil wîser man
der tumben gedanc verdanken kan
mit wîslîcher getât
I, 1490–1501
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[If you won’t follow me
So must you lose your life.
Thus, she her anger turned him from his task.
She asked, what were you thinking?
If you had followed through with this thought
It would have gone badly for you.
I am trying to save your life
even if that isn’t your desire.
By God, sit quietly.
He is a much wiser man,
who can put an end to stupid thoughts
and continue with wiser deeds.]
Vrou Minne has taken hold of Îwein so that he is unable to think of anything but the love he feels for Laudine. A younger, less experienced
maiden must think rationally for him and be his voice of reason. The narrator states that she can also recognize a situation and react in a suitable
manner hinting at her cleverness. In doing so he also states clearly the title
of this character type:
Dô ez halbez wart gesaget,
do erkande wol diu wîse maget
daz er ir vrouwen meinde,
als sî im sît bescheinde.
I, 1757–60
[Hardly half had been said
when the wise maiden recognized
that he had her Lady in mind
and she told him her opinion.]
In the second sentence the author uses the term wise maget to
describe Lûnete’s actions. Not only is Îwein impressed with Lûnete’s ability to handle the situations that have arisen. Gawan (Gâwein) is also
impressed by Lûnete’s quick thinking, which saves Herr Îweins life. He
realizes that Îwein would not have come into his present position without
her. Gâwein is seen to represent all things positive in Arthur’s kingdom.
The medieval audience would immediately recognize Gâwein and the
“Tugenden” (noble qualities) that he stood for. It is this recognition of
Lûnete’s accomplishment by Gâwein that assures the reader that this all
was accomplished through the efforts of the w se maget and that she is
worthy of real praise (I, 2715–29). Îwein as well as Gâwein both thank
Lûnete for saving his life and they both speak of her cleverness and
resourcefulness. Îwein, after a stern lecture on verligenhet by Gâwein (I,
2790–98) departs to find further adventures and to increase his reputa-
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tion. In doing so he stays out too long and loses his favor with his wife.
This has further consequences for others in the narrative than merely those
visited on Îwein. His madness and subsequent wanderings are at least selfinflicted, quite different than what happens to Lûnete. She is held responsible for her part in the Îwein scandal because the other citizens believe
that she is responsible for duping Laudine and leaving them unprotected
(I, 4119–26).
Lûnete has risked much to bring Îwein to a point of power in her
kingdom, yet Îwein has done all in his power to lose it as quickly as it
came. Îwein simply lets go of his position and wife because he is out
enhancing his honor in his own manner avoiding verligenhet. He has let
the kingdom slip between his fingers and realizes in his next meeting with
Lûnete that his actions are again worthy of disdain. She scolded him
before for not realizing his situation and he now feels responsible for not
realizing how his actions would affect her. It is, however, an opportunity
for Îwein to save Lûnete and repay some of the debt that he owes, even if
she is in the situation because of his failure to keep his promise to Laudine.
Îwein is able to come to terms with the debt he owes her and states:
swie ich zuo mir selben habe getân,
ir sult iedoch gewis hân,
ichn lâze iuch niht under wegen.
I, 4255–57
[I have always acted in the same way
You should know this
I will not desert you]
ºwein is a work, which restates a message , which Hartmann von Aue
had put forth in Erec narrative.14 Gâwein warns Îwein of the pitfalls of a
married, comfortable life and Îwein takes him at his word. The Erec narrative, together with his ºwein show that while one must not be verligen;
one must also not forget one’s responsibilities to one’s family and estate.
Îwein was not only a knight, he is also the leader of a community, a community with no head while he is at tournaments avoiding a bad reputation.
It is Lûnete who, by saving Îwein’s life and then by orchestrating a marriage with Laudine, procures a kingship and great honor through high
marriage for the hero. Îwein could do neither without her. She is also
responsible for facilitating his return. She manages to accomplish a great
deal for Îwein that he cannot or will not do for himself and she does so
with no real power of her own.

14Hartmann

von Aue, Erec (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1985).
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There is a similar character type found in Gottfried von Strassburg’s
Tristan.15 The character of Îsôte (Isolde) is also spoken of as possessing
some special abilities. Firstly Gottfried informs the reader that her mother,
also named Isolde (Îsôt) is wise and beautiful: “diu wise Îsôt, diu schoene
Îsôt” (I, 7291). She was capable of many arts, especially in medicine. The
reader learns that the daughter Isolde is still a young maiden: “dise jungen
maget Îsôte” (I, 7845) and wise in ways that the other w se maget figures
have not been; she is well learned several subjects and can read (I, 7846–
47). Isolde learned many of the talents that her mother has already mastered. Her family a very progressive family for the time. Isolde learns in
many ways as much as a male would learn in a cloister. She has learned the
art of healing from her mother as well, which makes her extremely well
educated for that time (I, 7868–69).
Gottfried writes of her beauty often in sentences such as, “la dûze
Îsôt, la bêle” (I, 8071) as well as her purity and sweetness: “diu süeze Îsôt,
diu reine (I, 8054). In the tradition of the Minnes nger Gottfried
attributes special qualities to Isolde’s beauty (I, 8078–84). Her beauty was
considerable, as was her ability to transform her audience with the skill she
presented on the harp and through song. She does not have all the abilities
of other major figures in the other narratives, but she does heal the protagonist and seems to have extra, almost miraculous powers due to beauty
and wisdom.
Another female figure capable of saving a situation seemingly doomed
to disaster due to the honor of men in love service is Bêne in Wolfram’s
Parzival. Although Bêne is often referred to as a “vrou” (Fräulein) (P,
663:15) but the author indicates her age by describing her as “Bêne,
süeziu magt” (Bene sweet maiden) (P, 718:23). It is apparent that
Intonje, Gâwein’s sister and beloved of Gramoflanz, will die of a broken
heart at the end of the duel between the two men she loves (although she
has never seen Gramoflanz and is meeting Gâwein for the first time). It is
Bêne, who sees the danger to Itonje in this situation. She makes it known
to those responsible and first brings to consciousness the fact that
Gramoflanz wants to marry the daughter of the man supposedly responsible for killing his father (King Lot). Gramoflanz then also wants to kill
Lot’s son Gâwein, Itonje’s brother, to avenge his own dead father (P,
693:22–25). Through her wisdom she can recognize what the older,
experienced men, blinded by honor, cannot. They will rail at each other
and actually cause Itonje pain. The entire situation makes no sense at all if
they really love Itonje as they claim. Bêne is the go-between for Itonje and
Gramoflanz as well as Itonje’s friend. It is through Bêne that the combat15Gottfried
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von Strassburg, Tristan (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft,
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ants are helped by Arthur to find a peaceful solution to the problem and
maintain honor in doing so.
Bêne is more than just a go-between for Gramoflanz and Itonje,
because she alone cares for Itonje’s reputation among all of the on lookers.
Bêne takes Gramoflanz’ message to Arthur and makes sure that no one
sees Itonje’s pain. It is also through Bêne that Itonje came to know of
Gramoflanz (P 716, 25). She is so important to the situation and so capable that Arthur askes for her help in alleviating the tension between
Gâwein and Gramoflanz:
Nu helfet mir, ir zwêne
und ouch du, vriundîn Bêne,
daz der künc her zuo mir rite
unt den kampf doch morgen strîte.
P, 719:1–4
[Now help me you two
and also you Bene my friend,
the King [Gramoflanz] should ride to here to me
and me ready for the battle tomorrow.]
Bêne, the maiden, recognizes how destructive this whole situation
will be and tries to alleviate it in a way that will be easier on Itonje and not
hurt her reputation in the eyes of others. King Arthur himself must rely on
her to make sure the components of his plan are in place. Even though
Arthur is the only one with the power to solve the problems he needs a
maiden to help him carry out his plan. If the two combatants were to find
out about the plan they might find another way to satisfy their need for
honor regardless of the consequences to Itonje.
A narrative from the Middle Ages, which brings up many of the same
topics of discussion as found in Wolfram’s Parzival, is Moritz von Cra n .16
The author is not known but the source is a French fable from ca 1170–
80, “Du chevalier qui recovra l’amor de sa dame.”17 The figure is not
named in the tale and simply referred to as “diu juncvrouwe” (the virgin)
and “magadîn” (maiden).18 With the age of marriage at approximately
thirteen, one can assume that as a “magadîn” and a “juncvrouwe” she is
under that age.
When Moritz goes to seek his reward for winning the tournament he
is extremely tired and yet anxious for his long delayed reward for love service from the married woman he serves. He worries that he will sleep and
miss the greetings of his lady, but the young maiden will allow him to sleep
16Albrecht

Classen, ed., Moriz von Crâun (Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press, Inc.,

1992).
17Ibid.,
18Ibid.,

1.
1195, 1242; 1289, 1258.
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and wake him when her mistress comes.19 She takes responsibility allowing him to get much needed rest. He had not slept for many nights due to
the building of his overland ship as well as having made great physical
exertions winning the tournament for his lady.20
When the mistress comes to find Moritz, it is not clear if she really
wants to give him his reward or not, as she merely looks for any excuse to
get out of the situation. She finds him asleep on the maiden’s lap. The
maiden wants to keep her promise, but her mistress commands her not to
wake the sleeping Moritz and states that it is entirely his fault and that it is
clear that his efforts are more intent on knightly feats of danger than on
serving the woman he loves. She turns the situation around and blames
him for not being rewarded as he loves sleep more than he loves her.21
The maiden realizes the folly of her misstress’ words. She can see that
her mistress will earn a bad reputation for herself and love service. This
seems difficult for a woman inexperienced in the ways of love. She gives
her mistress sound advice on love even though she herself cannot be experienced. She also sees that she would be forced to break her promise to the
knight, which can only serve to take her own honor. The young maiden
has a sense of responsibility beyond her years and station.22 With sense
enough to give advice equaling the valued counsil of King Solomon, this
“magadîn” proves that she is wise beyond her years.
For the w se maget to be a viable topic in medieval German literature
and one that seems to have been used in some of the greatest, most widely
read and performed pieces of the time there has to have been some literary
source or sources that they build on. The authors were well read, despite
Wolfram’s protestations to the contrary, and claimed a wide knowledge of
Greek and Roman history. Chrétien mentions the ancients as does the
author of Moriz von Cra n , who uses his introduction to describe the
downfall of chivalry since the antique period. The education that all of the
authors must have enjoyed most likely stemmed from clerical education.
They all appear well acquainted with the teaching of the church and they
adhere to the norms set forth by the clerical standards of the time.23
Another source for this architype is older Germanic literature. In the
Nibelungenlied the figure of Brünhilde is excessively strong of body, not
simply due to her high birth and station as queen but rather because of her
virginity.24 Her purity and chastity allow her to be superior in strength to
19Ibid., 1238–43.
20Ibid., 1249–53.
21Ibid., 1258–84.
22Ibid., 1289–1338.
23See Wolfram’s Parzival

and Parzival’s meeting the grey knight and Trevrizent on
Good Friday in book 4.
24Helmut Brackert, ed. and trans., Das Nibelungenlied (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer
Taschenbuch Verlag, 1971), Bände.
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a male of similar standing and birth. The king cannot subdue her, but Sigfried can. All three are of equal birth but Sigfried claims himself to be the
king’s vassal. It can therefore be argued that it is her virginity alone that
gives her such enormous strength. This strength only wanes after she has
been deflowered and becomes mortal. The signs of her strength are shown
clearly in the contests of strength between Brünhilde and Günther in
which Brünhilde is described as being stronger than twelve men:
Diu Prünhilde sterke
Man trouc ir zuo dem ringe
grôz unt ungefüege,
in truogen kûme zwelfe,

vil grœzlîche schein.
einen swæren stein,
michel unde wel.
helde küene unde snel.
Das Nibelungenlied, 449

[Brünhilde’s strength showed itself quite clearly.
They carried a a heavy stone to her in the ring,
it was large, round, heavy and ungainly.
Twelve brave, strong men carried it with difficulty.]
Brünhilde is as strong as twelve men and proves her strength in other feats
as well (Das Nibelungenlied, 449–66). On Brünhilde and Gunther’s wedding night she is able to bind him hand a foot with her belt and and hang
him from a nail on the wall (Das Nibelungenlied, 636–37) and will not
allow him to touch her until she has figured out how he beat her in the
contests. In paragraph 638 Gunther has to beg her to let him go and
promise not to touch her. Her superhuman strength only subsides once
she has lost her virginity, the source of her magical powers:
Er pflac ir minneclîchen,
dô muoste si verkiesen
von sîner heimlîche
hei waz ir von der mine

als im daz gezam
ir zorn und ouch ir scham.
si wart ein lützel bleich.
ir grôzen kréfté gesweich!
Das Nibelungenlied, 681

[Tenderly, as well he should he held her in his arms.
She then had to release her anger and chastity.
Through his actions she bacame a little pale.
Love caused her to lose all of her magic powers.]
In Anglo-Saxon poetry there is a female character capable of great
feats of faith, intelligence, and strength. The poem Judith is the story of a
Hebrew widow, able to do what the men in her city cannot.25 The first
25Mark

Griffith, ed., Judith (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1997), 8:4–16:24.
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proof of her abilities comes when she admonishes the magistrates, who are
resigned to surrender to Holofernes in five days time (8:11–20).26 Judith
then tells them that she will do what they cannot; she can save the city with
God’s help (8:32–35). Her beauty allows her access to Holofernes’s tent
(12:16–20) and her wisdom provides a means of escape through her
nightly prayer ritual (13:9–11). It is Judith’s faith in the Lord, which gives
her the strength and allows her to lift Holofernes’s own sword from the
bed-post and decapitate him with only two blows (13:6–9).
As in the instance of Obilot in Wolfram von Eschenbach’s Parzival,
Judith saves her city from certain destruction, which no one else can do.
Her beauty aids her as it does in many other examples of the w se maget
figure, such as Alyze, but she is no maiden. Judith’s husband Manasseh
had died during the barley harvest (8:2). She chose to mourn him, remain
chaste (8: 4–8) and to never have relations with a man,27 though she lived
to be 105 years of age (16:22–24). Judith’s piety and devotion to God, in
the face of insurmountable adversity, has also raised her to the status of a
saint. Carey Moore discusses Judith’s sainthood in her translation of
Judith, which is an objectionable term to some readers because she used
deceit and committed murder. Nevertheless, Judith does acquire a saintly
stature because of service to God and her people: “Like it or not, then, for
the ancient author, Judith was a saint.”28
In the same manuscript, the Cotton Vitellius A XV, is the famous
Beowulf poem.29 In Beowulf there are references to yet another w se maget
figure and an instance of virginal exception, showing a connection with
later German female characters:
Bold wæ betlīc,
hēah in healle,
wīs wēl†ungen

bregorōf cyning
Hygd swī∂e geong
†ēah ∂e wintra lŷt

[He was a famous king, with a fitting
High hall and a wife, Higd, young
But wise and knowing beyind her years]30
Higd, the young and wise wife of Higlac is in direct opposition to
Thrith. Thrith, in lines 1931–43 is said to be a liar (1937), a sinner (1940)
and vicious (1932–33). Thrith is then tamed through marriage. Her wise
26Carey A. Moore, trans. Judith (Garden City: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1985).
27Compare this to Wolfram’s Sigune figure in Parzival.
28Moore, Judith, 62.
29For an in-depth study on Beowulf and the manuscript see Kevin Kiernan, Beowulf and

the Beowulf Manuscript ( Ann Arbor: The Univeristy of Michigan Press, 1996).
30Lines 1925–28. Original from Bruce Mitchell and Fred C. Robinson, Beowulf, an
Edition with Relevant Shorter Texts (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1998). Translation from
Burton Raffel, Beowulf (New York: Mentor, 1963).
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father knows how to change her ways and it is only through her marriage
to Offa, that she is made into a model wife. In a similar manner she is
tamed, in the same way that Brünhilde is weakened, by her deflowering
and marriage:
Hūru †æt onhōhsnode
ealodrincenda
†æt hīo lēodbealewa
inwitni∂a
gyfen goldhroden
æ∂elum dīore
ofer fealone flōd
sī∂e geshōte,
in gumstōle
līfgesceafta
hīold hēahlufan

Hemminges mæg;
ō∂er sædan
læs gefremede
sy∂∂an ærest wear∂
geongum cempan
sy∂∂an hīo Offan flet
be fæder lāre
∂ær hīo sy∂∂an well
gōde mære
lifigende bræc,
wi∂ hæle†a brego

[But Hemming’s kinsmnan tamed her: his hall-guests
Told a different story, spread the news
That Thrith had forgotten her gory tricks
Once her wise father had sent her to a wedding
With Offa, married her to that brave young soldier
Sent her across the yellow-green sea
To that gold-adorned champion, a fierce fighter
In war and peace. They praised her now
For her generous heart, and her goodness, and the high
And most noble paths she walked, filled
With adoring love for that leader of warrior]
Beowulf, 1944–54
The idea of virginal exception, or purity giving power to a character,
has a Germanic literary tradition that continues in the characters of later
authors. The figure of a female of high birth taking up arms was not
common in the literature of the times, even distasteful, yet in Wolfram’s
Parzival Antikonie is a virgin fighting alongside Gâwân as well as any
knight (P, 408:28–409:15). Antikonie’s virginity, as well as her triuwe,31
could be the facilitators of her ability to fight side by side with Gâwein
against the angry mob intent on killing Gâwein in Schanpfanzun.
31See Marion Gibbs, Wîblichez Wîbes Reht (Duquesne University: Duquesne University
Press, 1972) and eadem, “Ideas of Flesh and Blood: Women Characters in Parzival,” in A
Companion to Wolfram’s Parzival, ed. Will Hasty (Columbia, SC: Camden House, 1999) for
ideas on the importance of Triuwe in Wolfram’s narrative.
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Another movement of major importance to the authors using this
type of character in their stories was Marianism. This movement was a
flourishing at the time of the crusades. The idea of a virginal, younger
character in a story with the ability to show nobility and display all of the
“Tugenden” that Wolfram and the others wanted to give voice to with
their characters must have been appealing. All of the authors mentioned in
this article reveal religious beliefs based on church dogma and their connection to the rules of chivalry. In Will Hasty’s Companion to Wolfram’s
Parzival there is a discussion on religion in the Arthurian romances and
the influence of religion and the crusades on chivalry. Hasty writes that:
In this (balance between worldly demands of chivalric life and spiritual demands) we see signs of the Church’s increasing influence
on the nobility’s basically military understanding of itself in the
High Middle Ages. Around 1200 this self-understanding had
been influenced by the ideology of the Crusades, one of the effects
of which was to endow fighting with a higher spirtiual purpose.32
The literary history up to that time and the religious climate of the
Middle Ages provided the perfect elements to necessitate a character type
such as the w se maget. Idealizing a woman and younger maidens was
especially attractive to the troubadors (Minnesänger). The combination of
literary history, religious fervor, and the ideals of courtly love, or chivalry,
combine to provide the author with a pleasant character with the power to
help a knight in need, a maiden who is in herself not a threatening, but
rather an all together “tugendhafte kleine Frau.”
The actions of these four maidens, die kleine Braut, Obilot, Alyze, and
Lûnete all interact with the protagonist in their respective narratives in
such a way that the protagonist is able to take an otherwise dire situation
and turn it into a positive outcome. Die kleine Braut brings Heinrich back
to God’s good graces by offering herself as a sacrifice for her lord and family. Obilot helps her city, her sister’s relationship with Meljanz, her father,
and brings greater honor to Gâwein by handling the situation in an honorable, intelligent manner. Alyze is able to avoid a family feud and to give her
uncle the chance of saving his wife and lands through her mature advice.
Lûnete is able to save Îwein as well as provide her Mistress with a husband
and a defender for their territory. “Die kleine Braut” and Alyze have an
additional bond of being divinely inspired in their premature wisdom.
These four major figures in some of the major works of the time,
included with the minor figures also outlined, constitute a great number of
a similar character type in arguably the most important works in medieval
German literature. If the character type appeared in only one work by each
32Hasty,

ed. A Companion to Wolfram’s Parzival , xiii.
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author or in only certain text genres, such as the Arthurian romance, then
one could say that the character type is limited to a specific theme. This is
not the case as Hartmann von Aue uses the figure of “die kleine Braut” in
the moral tale Der arme Heinrich and then uses the figure in the Arthurian
romance Iwein. Wolfram uses the figure in several different works and his
nemesis Gottfried von Straßburg also employs the character type.
In 1998 Kathleen Ragan collected and edited stories of heroines from
around the world. In her book entitled Fearless Girls, Wise Women and
Beloved Sisters, Ragan shows that there are a number of stories with wise
women in them, nine of them having Germanic origins.33 These tales are
mainly old folktales, which show that women are as capable of great feats
of wisdom, bravery, and strength as their male counterparts. When seen
together with the Anglo-Saxon poems, Germanic narratives, and Arthurian romances from both French and German sources, the figure of the
w se maget can be viewed in context of a larger literary vision. This vision
of a a woman as holy,34 beautiful and healing was more widespread than
just in Wolfram and Hartmann’s area of influence in what is today Bavaria
and northern Austria. It was also available to the authors/scribes of Judith
and Beowulf in the area of modern day Britain as well as to Chrétien de
Troyes in France.

33See Kathleen Ragan, Fearless Girls, Wise Women and Beloved Sisters (New York: W.W.
Norton & Company, 1998).
34For more stories of holy women see Osbern Bokenham, A legend of Holy Women
trans. Sheila Delany (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1992).
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